
How does TR2 use Kyloe AwesomeDocs? 
“We use Kyloe AwesomeDocs for everything
we send to our clients and candidates -
every interview letter, client and candidate
contract, data and GDPR notification...”

"We've grown really quickly, but we wouldn't have been
able to scale the business this quickly without having
Kyloe AwesomeDocs in our armoury."

Jonny Edwards | Recruitment Specialist @TR2 Recruitment
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How TR2 is getting more jobs, finding more candidates
and making more placements with Kyloe AwesomeDocs

How would you sum up the benefits of
Kyloe AwesomeDocs in one sentence?
“It’s a very efficient, simple-to-use, and
versatile tool that allows you to save time
every single day.”

How has Kyloe AwesomeDocs
transformed TR2 Recruitment‘s processes?
“We used to have multiple people creating
documents in slightly different ways, so the process
was long, time-consuming and inconsistent, and
was affecting our candidate and client experience. 

Now with all the time saved generating all our
recruitment documents with Kyloe AwesomeDocs
our recruiters have more time to gain more jobs,
find more candidates and make more placements.”

We've grown really quickly, but we wouldn't have
been able to scale the business this quickly without
having Kyloe AwesomeDocs in our armoury.”

From 1 to 10 how do you rate Kyloe AwesomeDocs?

Why did you choose Kyloe? 
“The time saving potential and the ability to
create and build any recruitment document
we need. Also, the Kyloe team: it was evident
that all of them were genuinely excited about
supporting us and contributing to steering
our growth.”

How much time and money are you
saving by using Kyloe AwesomeDocs?
“Kyloe AwesomeDocs is saving us 45 minutes
per placement! Our final submission pack
alone used to take 30 minutes to create and
now it only takes 5 minutes. Now multiply that
by thousands of placements and we're talking
about the number of days saved rather than
minutes or hours”.

https://kyloepartners.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kyloe-partners/
https://www.instagram.com/kyloepartners/
https://kyloepartners.com/
https://www.tr2rec.com/


Read more

The complete document automation
system for Bullhorn

Cut operating costs

Fill more placements and win
more business

Improve client and candidate
experience

Reduce compliance risk

Kyloe AwesomeDocs is the faster and more accurate way to create, sign and manage your
recruitment documents, all without leaving Bullhorn.

Get started Demo videos

From CVs to contracts, and terms of business to non-disclosure agreements,
Kyloe AwesomeDocs is the end-to-end document automation system designed

with recruitment in mind and has been used to generate over 4.4 million
documents by our clients.
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